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The gnarled juniper trunk
leaned, battered like a sunken
ship’s mast above a dark pool.
Under it, delicate sipping
betrayed the location of an
18-inch-long rainbow trout.
Casting from upstream, there
was one chance to present
the blue-winged olive before
the fly dragged and the fish
bolted. I delivered a slack line,
got a nice drift and a take. The
resounding “ping” announced
a trophy, broken off. Time to
stow the rod and pick up the
shotgun … because there are
quail here, too.
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Cast & Blast

And so it goes, a scenario playing out along river
corridors throughout the western U.S. in the fall.
Hunt or fish? Fish or hunt? Why not both?
Fishing and bird hunting are as natural a
combination as beer and pretzels. Many of us
pursue both with equal passion; others would
like to try one or the other and complement
their current obsession. Trout and bass
inhabit beautiful places. So do quail. Often,
the same places.
The serenity of cool water is enhanced by
the call of a quail on the shore. We gratefully
shed the trappings of civilization as we slip
into the water … or shoulder a gun. Dogs
in particular are energized by moving water,
eagerly darting from cover to cover along a
stream. What’s not to like?
A couple hours after that break-off, the sun
slouched behind sheer canyon walls enough so
that dogs could work comfortably at the bottom
where valley quail skitter and chirrup. My
wirehair cat-danced into a point, nose vectoring
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a bitterbrush tangle. Birds scattered like ashes in
the wind, one dropped at my shot and slowly
drifted downstream.
Manny’s swim brought a vividly-colored male
valley quail to hand. With no way to top that
experience, we headed for camp.
Road Trip!
Packing a fishing rod alongside your shotgun
might prove the best strategy of the hunting
season. Trout streams beckon with the promise
of sparkling water and bright fish, and for a brief
window of time you can blend two passions in
one trip, like this:
Along a broad, deep stream, we stumbled
up a rocky slope. A clatter of stones, and we
glimpsed a bobcat cresting the draw at warp
speed. Once we’d caught our breaths, Buddy
pointed the object of that wildcat’s stalk – a brace
of valley quail. It was the first of many staunch
points and scattering birds on a day writ large
in my memory: brown and rainbow trout that

tugged at streamer and spoon, but the memory
of a morning full of quail rising in bunches
pulled harder.
My life-list is full of icy-clear water and
quail. Maybe it’s luck, or geography or (luckily)
both. It’s nudged by a searing passion for our
sports and their magical locales. Have I got you
thinking about it yet?
What To Look For
My go-to cast and blast destination is Oregon’s
Deschutes River, snaking north from the
Cascade Mountains to join forces with the
mighty Columbia River near the town of
Biggs. Its attributes are worth considering when
planning a similar trip.
The last 100 miles hold vast swaths of public
land, administered by the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management. As the song goes, this land is
your land. Side canyons and tributary streams
feeding this renowned river offer the perfect
combination of cover, terrain, food and water
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When it gets too hot
to hunt the dog, get
out the fly rod..
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sources for quail. The riverside road offers access
to the riffles and eddies of a world-class trout
stream and side canyons where quail call.
There is camping along the river and lodging
options in nearby towns. In the fall, the river is
populated by anglers, not Spandex-clad kayakers
or drink-splash-and-giggle rafters. You’ll feel
comfortable around fellow sportsmen; hunting is
an accepted activity here.
On a recent trip, I waded downstream,
probing rocky runs with a stonefly imitation
in search of wild redside rainbows — the fish
that defines the Deschutes. With fortress-like
palisades of basalt looming, I shot casts behind
each boulder, watched the fly bob and spin in
the conflicting currents. Moving water has a
hypnotic effect, raising spirits (and hopes, I’ll
bet) due to the negative ions it creates in the air.
It worked on me.
A thousand casts later (at least it seemed like
that to my dogs whining in the truck), they
barely appreciated the crimson-striped male
rainbow I finally brought to the sandy beach.
I gently released him and sloshed to the
truck. Pouring a cup of lukewarm coffee from
my battered Thermos, I traded waders for brush

pants. The dog crate clanked open and we
started our uphill trudge.
Following the contours of this draw-andcanyon-filled landscape, my eye was drawn to
something unnatural — man-made — a few
hundred yards above us. Rocks, neatly stacked,

arcing down-slope. We reached it in a few thighburning minutes – an old wagon roadbed. It
meandered from the plateau above and followed
the canyon’s contours down to an old bridge
abutment where farmers crossed enroute to
market a century ago. We stood for a moment,
almost hearing harnesses rattle and hoof beats
echo off canyon walls.
The old trace made for easier walking, and
before long Buddy’s tail vibrated in tight arcs
then froze. He stared at a tangle of blackberry
until the clatter of wings against leaves presaged
a covey flush. One bird fell against the canyon
wall and rolled down until intercepted by my
old dog’s graying muzzle.
An hour later as the draw narrowed at its
apex, the covey had reconvened in a boulder
outcropping defended by bitterbrush. Buddy
quivered above them, savoring the breeze rich
with scent. They flushed in unison, arcing
downhill. I twisted and wing-clipped a bird
that glided a hundred yards and hit the ground
running. Buddy’s instinct sent him to a field
of melon-sized rocks. He snuffled from one to
another like a shopper in the produce section of
a grocery store, finally galumphing back with a

small, quivering essence of wildness held gently
in his mouth.
I said a little prayer for the bird and Buddy’s
effort, and we retraced the wagon ruts downhill
to swap dogs and learn what luck the anglers
were having far below.
Spirits In Our Midst
A short drive later, we parked at the end of the
river road next to a Native American gravesite.
Quiet and still, it was me, two dogs and the
ghosts of those who had lived a hundred years
ago on the reservation across the river. Their
spirits murmured as wind that chuffed in the
cottonwoods, a gate creaked welcome. We
maintained a respectful silence.
A broad, rock-strewn plain beckoned at the
bottom of a long draw. I fitted Manny’s GPS
collar, catching a glint of rod among streamside
alders. He was dead-drifting heavy nymphs for
the rainbow trout that define this river’s legend.
Fishing being more fun to do than to watch,
after a “good luck” I sent Manny over the lava
rock into the sagebrush.
We were swallowed in a head-high jungle of
the aromatic shrub, battling clinging roots and
grasping limbs. The e-collar signaled “point,”
and a squadron of small wings whirred. I could
only watch and listen as some peeled up-canyon,
others fled across the river from the sound of it.
Good. Now, we could get some dog work on
the singles.
The brush thinned as we moved farther from
the river. Manny coursed the steep walls in a
frenzy, fueled by the covey flush and redolent
bird scent bottled up in this tiny draw. One
flushed on my left, but Manny pinned another
on the right. Hinky as any birds I’ve hunted,
it held for a microsecond then bolted crosscanyon. It was a classic sporting clays shot —
high, right-to-left.
Manny watched it thump against the far wall
with a puff, lying still until he skidded down,
then scrabbled up for the retrieve.
It was easy to call it the final shot of a day
that started before sunlight hit the roiling water

Packing a fishing
rod alongside your shotgun
might prove the best strategy
of the hunting season.
Trout streams beckon with
the promise of sparkling
water and bright fish,
and for a brief window of
time you can blend two
passions in one trip.

–- the best time to cast for elusive trout. Manny
relished his brief splashes as he loped toward the
truck. Fish scales clung to my shirt sleeve, quail
feathers graced my hatband and his beard.
Where To Go
If you want to try your own cast and blast in the
west, find public land, ideally desolate and far
from large cities. Valley quail inhabit a variety of
settings, but public birds will usually reside in the
folds and creases of dry, desert-like terrain usually
found in the upper and lower right-hand corners
of Oregon, Washington and California. Idaho’s
southwest corner is another likely starting point.
Find a map of lands administered by the
BLM as a start, then look for blue lines. Each
holds the possibility of quail – if you and
your dogs are willing to work for them. Meld
fishy water with bumps in the landscape, add
cover that allows for movement below and
protection from avian predators and you’re off
to a good start.
And while moving water is my forte, stillwater anglers can also find quail. Much of the
same public ground contains potholes, reservoirs
and natural lakes harboring trout or bass. In
some lakes, the soil’s alkali content creates water

chemistry fueling massive bug populations and
giant trout.
Last season’s highlight reel includes a
staunch point by my young dog literally on
the edge of a spring-fed lake. Birds erupted
over the water and into the sage, one splashing
like a teal in the sparkling water on report of
my second barrel.
If you love the spiny-rays, your options
expand. The desert-like environs of BLM
territory often heat standing water beyond
the comfort range of trout, but smallmouths,
largemouths and even perch flourish. Lower
reaches of some rivers hold epic smallmouth bass
populations where current slows.
C0ffee & Cutthroats
A small lake lies at the foot of America’s tallest
fault-block mountain, a shimmering speck
when seen from its summit. Shallow, but fed by
a trickle of snowmelt, it shelters wily Lahontan
cutthroat trout. On my first visit, I sipped coffee
and watched a half-dozen anglers cast toward the
middle, deepest part of the lake from as far out as
their waders allowed.
Squinting through the glare, what some call
“nervous water” drew my attention. A pod of
trout cruised the outermost edge of lake shore,
rubbing bellies on the sand as they delicately
sipped water boatmen insects from just below
the surface. Not one to look a gift trout in
the mouth (except if he’s got my fly in it!),
I put down my caffeine fix and picked up a
rod. Casting so only the last five feet of leader
actually got wet, I hooked the most gullible of
the pod on my first try. I followed those fish
counter-clockwise around the lake while the
other anglers flailed toward the middle, never
glancing my way.
I hung the rod on my truck’s rack and let the
dogs loose, dropping a few shells in my pocket
and throwing my gun over my shoulder. We
chased quail through the sagebrush all afternoon,
and as the sun set and campfires were lit around
the lake, I toasted my fellow anglers, thanking
them for pushing trout to the edge.
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How To
Fortunately for us, quail seldom catch the worm
– they are not “early birds.” Before the sun hits
the water, cast to the open riffles and runs where
big fish are finishing their night-time search
for food. This is a time for sub-surface tactics:
nymphs under an indicator for the fly fisher,
small spoons or minnow imitations for short-rod
swingers. Cock an ear shoreward and listen for
the quail’s unmistakable “chi-ca-go” call.
Once the sun’s rays hit the water, stow the
rod and break out the shotgun. It’s still cool and
your dogs will be grateful in the early season.
Birds are stirring, headed for food and water (the
joy of hunting a stream or pond), so your odds
are better. Find clear ground with overhead cover
… rolling terrain seems to hold birds better than
the flat stuff.
Food sources vary from weed seeds to
grain, green shoots, forbs and even sage leaves
if pickins are slim. Big clumps of vegetation
— the more impenetrable the better — often
safeguard coveys from Cooper’s hawks, their
primary avian predator.

Valley quail would rather run than fly. Once
the covey is broken up, singles will cooperate
with pointing dogs, but often a flushing breed is
a sensible choice in thickety habitat.
As the sun beats down, dogs get hot. Water
temperature rises, fish metabolisms quicken
and aquatic insect activity increases. Fish are
once again on the feed. Whether you’re casting
a blue-winged olive or a red and white spinner,
now’s the time to wet a line again. Watch for
glints below the surface, the white of a trout
mouth opening to suck in a bug. Fixate on likely
holding water, give yourself time for a riser to
make his appearance.
Your dogs probably won’t mind if you salute
the sunset knee-deep in current. They’ve had
their workout and are re-living their day with
muffled sighs and whimpers, claws rattling
against crate walls in hunting dreams. It’s
sporting to let birds covey-up for the evening
anyway. What better way than saluting the
sunset with one last cast?
Keiser resides in Kansas City, Missouri.

Brass tacks
“If I told you, I’d have to kill you” is the line I usually
recite when people ask where I fish and hunt when I’m
not making TV shows. It is mostly up to you to make the
investment in time, effort, fuel and boot leather to find
a cast and blast destination. You will find quail closer
to civilization, but they dwell on private property and
permission is often non-negotiable.
Few guides and outfitters offer cast and blast trips.
Those that do often float through good chukar habitat,
too. Try these for starters:
www.northstar-rafting.com
www.flyingdoublef.com
www.tightlinesfishing.com
www.canyonoutfitters.com
In addition to the generalized locations noted (and
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many you’ll have to discover for yourself), good fishing
with nearby hunting (or vice-versa) is available on parts
of the Owyhee, John Day and Snake rivers in eastern
Oregon, Salmon in Idaho, small streams in northeast
California and northwest Nevada and the Yakima River in central Washington. Before setting out, call local
biologists to make sure your chosen stream has water in
it. Do your homework, respect private property and be
ready for rattlesnakes any time of year.
When hunting, admire the view and inventory the
riffles and pools below. Hammer out a strategy for that
time of day when muscles are ready for a soothing soak
and dogs are dozing in their crates.
When you’re fishing, take a moment between casts
to scout the banks. Listen for the valley birds’ distinctive
call. Gaze up those foreboding walls, watch for movement. And for luck, fish a fly tied with quail feathers!
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